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In our Letter, there was a component of the statistical uncertainty from the simulated PbPb Monte Carlo samples. This uncertainty was not propagated to all of the results. Figures 3 and 4 have been updated to reflect this source of uncertainty. The statistical uncertainties remain smaller than the systematic uncertainties in all cases such that the conclusions of the Letter are unaltered.

FIG. 3 (color online). The centrality integrated (0%–100%) $b$-jet $R_{AA}$ as a function of $p_T$. Vertical and horizontal bars represent statistical uncertainties and bin widths, respectively, while filled boxes represent systematics uncertainties. The normalization uncertainty from the integrated luminosity in $pp$ collisions and from $T_{AA}$ is represented by the green band around unity. The data are compared to pQCD-based calculations from [1].

*Full author list given at the end of the original Letter.
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FIG. 4 (color online). The $b$-jet $R_{AA}$, as a function of $N_{\text{part}}$ for two jet selections as indicated in the legend. Statistical uncertainties are shown as error bars. The filled boxes represent the systematics uncertainties, excluding the $T_{AA}$ uncertainties, which are depicted as open boxes. The normalization uncertainty in the integrated luminosity in $pp$ collisions is represented by the green band around unity.

We thank Aaron Angerami for noticing this error.